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Owing to Covid 19 restrictions only a limited number of people were able to attend
Sandra Tuck’s (Three Swallows) funeral on Tuesday19th May 2020. Double Top, as
Sandra’s very good friend was invited to attend and give a eulogy, an extract of which is
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Note from the Edit HareToed Bedsores asked me if I could produce the Herald in May,
but because of commitments (e.g. Mojacar), I agreed to produce the Herald in June 2020.
I was therefore surprised to find out that I was actually entered to produce the June
Herald in May! Covid 19 put an end to Mojacar and other commitments I had in May so
here is the June Herald.
On On
Pedro
Covig19 Virtual Circle Access.
While we are unable to meet physically, we will continue to hash virtually on time.! At :The 11 O'clock Circle up is at :https://zoom.us/j/304290073
The 1 O'clock On Out circle is at :https://zoom.us/j/52020600
So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald
scribes. Each month a different scribe will produce
the Herald. They are the producers and we are the
directors.
July: Double Top
August: Sox Maniac
September: Wrong Way
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald.
The scribe will provide the content (plus any run
write ups for that month). Please remember to
produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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“As Three Swallows and Double Top of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers we
shared many happy times: Where have we been? What have we done?
2005 we were in Denmark running through ditches and crawling up hills tasting the local
brew; In Copenhagen taking pity on the famous Mermaid, we felt that she needed some
clothes on and so gave her one our t shirts. We laughed so much, and the local police were
very forgiving.
2008 Off to the Czech Republic; we stayed in an old castle in Cesky Raj and found
ourselves tasting the local brew. The whole weekend was spent laughing till we could do
so no more
In Prague we stayed in an old nunnery, Sandra, a little disorientated welcomed some
tourists to ‘our country’ .. such is the effect of the local brew.
2009 When Denmark came to us in Cambridge…where did you get lost? Ah yes The
Grafton Centre, it must have been the local brew. It rained so hard that weekend but we
managed to navigate the Cam introducing the Danes to Punting, incredibly no one fell in
but we laughed a great deal.
2012 Back to Denmark and we walked for miles, comparing ourselves to Centurians, we
knew the sea was at the end of the trail and we were determined to get there, our legs
ached but we fell into the sea and laughed.
2015 in Gozo we explored and were determined to find the local brew. We sunbathed
around the pool, sang, danced and laughed.
We stayed many times in Sheringham and it was here where Sandra dropped a tray with
many glasses of the local brew. An unforgiveable crime. We got lost in the woods and had
to use the sound of the steam train to guide us back to where we came from.
At the Ice House, we returned many times, we sang, we danced, we laughed, we sat round
the fire till morning and yes we sampled the local brew.
Cambridge Hash House Harriers have many memories of Three Swallows, they loved
her and recall her being a fantastic Grand Mistress, who charmed people with her
stories and her laughter; we will feel the loss greatly, she will not be forgotten.
Here’s to Three Swallows she’s so Blue, she’s a Hasher through and through.”
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Run No: 2168

Date: 19-Apr-2020
Venue: The Plough, Duxford
Hares: Forest Dump &
Scribe: Bear_F.B.I.
I had high expectations of today's trail. After all, Duxford houses one of the most famous
WW2 fighter airfields (Douglas Bader's Big Wing), and is now the UK's largest air
museum, operated by The Imperial War
Museum. Going out of the village along
Hunts Road towards the A505 was another
one of the many locations for the film - The
Battle Of Britain. I remember that just off
the Hunts Road was the former residence
of the then CH3 RA, Barker Singh, who back
with his ex-wife (the Warden) had opened
the doors to the CH3 for a Saturday evening
BBQ. The only exceptions his ex-wife
insisted on were that neither, as she put it
were "The Big Yin (Boghopper) or Sabu the
Elephant Boy (The Exorcist) to be allowed
in!"
We were welcomed to the outside of the
pub by mein hosts Mario and Tracey,
greeting us from a first floor window. They mentioned that we could park at our
discretion. The trail was immediate to the left. A new build had replaced the former
Highfield Lodge which a long long time ago had been the family home of Checkpoint.
Dust laid around the left-hand bend on the Ickleton Road. They were On! I hesitated to
follow. It would be one and a half miles to Ickleton with no chance of any checks. How
did I know? Well I knew that virtually everything on the left was the main HQ of Ciba
Geigy (was this where Forrest Dump worked?). And on the right, apart from fields, was
only a cul-de-sac of C.C.C.bungalows where for a couple of years a former GMs (the
Geordie sexpot Billingsgate) had lived. Inevitably the brainless FRBs were lured into a
turnback.
Guided by the hares, the walkers had made some advantage along St Peter's Street; The
Earl on his 3rd fag on the trail and desperate for a beer. B@stard was with him but
limping badly. It turns out that in a rush to get to the run he had placed both testicles
into one leg opening - "he's got knackers that sound like maracas". Surely the checkpoint
would not take us left past The John Barleycorn? Had to be right - signposted to Hinxton
and Ickleton. Correcto! By now 'Puffing Billy' aka T** and the wee Jock had caught the
walkers up. The dust took us through to a ford in the road over the River Granta and
going towards the A1301. The next check was easy(?) as the FRBs took to pure
guesswork but which put us on the wrong side of the railway line. The footpath seemed
to be on the other side. There was a sort of track across the line but crossing could be
dangerous and the locals had erected chicken wire on both sides to deter possible
suicides. We re-grouped and herded across into a field. Here were more dangers to
encounter. U-Bend was the first faller after stepping into one of the many rabbit holes nothing too serious, just a grazed knee. Shamcock was quick to pull out his copy of some
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personal accident insurance policy that he had bought from The Four-Leaf Clover Co. in
Belfast. "Damn it! Grazed knees not covered". Further on now with Hinxton on our left
we came to an unmanned level crossing. A checkpoint on the railway track!! The few
with a brain compass thought it best to go right as it was about time to circle back. A
pretty small piece of road took us around some winding lanes into Ickleton at a Tjunction. A walker's trail (arrowed) was heading straight back to Duxford, while the
main road was taking us through Ickleton, past The Red Lion and to a further check at
the end of Abbey Street. Well the trail obviously wasn't going to be onwards to Elmdon,
but right towards Duxford. It suggested that there would be one and a half miles
(boring) back on road.
Now, as we approached Duxford, Ciba Geigy was on our right. It was here that the
scientist Norman de Bruyne (1066 and all that) invented Araldite glue. Then finally as
we turn a right-hand corner onto St.Peter's Street, there on our right is Highfield House
which during WW2 had served as the RAF officer's mess and accommodation.
Incidentally the C-in-C at RAF Duxford just before WW2 was was Group Captain Mason,
the father of ex-CH3 Music, Victor 'Nightjar' Mason. Nightjar was born in 1939 at The
Brunswick Nursing Home (Midsummer Common) in Cambridge. I was also born the the
very same place as also was ex-CH3 member, The Goatshagger. Collectively we were
always known back in the days as The Brunswick Babes.
A pretty good trail under the circumstances, half laid by foot, the rest by vehicle. An old
Apache scout friend taught me how to know this.
Scribe: The Bear

Run No: 2170

Date: 03-May-2020
Venue: Abbey Pool Car Park Cambridge
Hares: El Rave & Paparazzi
Scribe: Double Top

Roll Call:
Hares: El Rave and Paparazzi.
Fat controller Toed Bedsores and Computer; Shadowy figure Kermit;
Bed bound DoubleTop; West Country luring: Generator; Snoozy Smeghead;
Snap shot Debonaire; Party animals it’ll cum off, Jonah Dick, The Earl, Granny Killer:
Succeeding Mr Titanic; Demure Big Swinger; Bright Big Leg; Grand Master and Mattress:
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Klinger and Klingon; Premature Horny and delayed Sox; Comfortable Spicy bear and
Forest Dump;
Enthusiastic Beer Stop; Satisfied Bear; Technical wizard Penguin; Hasty Hold it for me;
Keen Bandit; Sultry WYDT; Hiccup Pedro and Imelda; Returnee Googly; All knowing
Fanny Rat and fleeting Cockpit; Finger on the pulse Check point, Ever ready CIA; Envy
making Key Fob and Bogtrotter; Are we there yet U bend and Shamcock; Dropped in
Fraser; Perky Muthatuka and School Boy’s dream; I got here Oh la la; Bet you didn’t
think I would be here Benghazzi; No circle without you Jetstream and Unmentionable
And we are Off…..

Had a dip on the way

Drink stop with the hares

They said that the pool was open for social isolation swims
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False trail………

Circle up!

Run No: 2167

Date: 12-Apr-2020
Venue: Crown, Broughton
Hares: Smeghead &
Scribe: Fannyrat
The eleven o'clock circle was held at eleven o'clock with eighteen participants jabbering
on their pc's. Penguin didn't know how to turn his camera on until El Rave told him to
click the button labelled “Camera” and quickly told him to turn it off again.
Klinger eventually set us off on the run and what a glorious sunny day it was too. Hardly
a cloud in the sky. The air was clear because hardly any vehicles were moving and it was
lovely and quiet, just the sound of the birds singing in the trees.
The trail was laid in Easter eggs and it was glorious (the Hares' words), full of shiggy.
Unfortunately due to the good weather the shiggy had dried up. All the checkpoints were
clear to find and the pack went around in good time getting back for the circle at one
o'clock.
The circle comprised the following Hashers: Bastaard, Phealthy Phrog, U Bend,
Shamcock, DT, It'll Come Off, Earl of Pamisford, El Rave & Paparazzi, Beerstop, Big
Swinger, Toed and Computer, Smeg Head with headphones, Klingon, Debbonaire,
Fannyrat, Cinnamon Bair and Forrest Dump, Checkpoint, While You're Down There,
Jetstream and Unmentionable, Claire Fraser, Kermit, CIA, Horny and Mrs Horny,
McJeckyll/MckHyde, Wrong Way, Generator, Mother Tucker, Bear, Klingon, Penguin,
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CIA was calling at 7am from where he was in the States. Horny was still running while we
were drinking online. While You're Down There thought she had a man in her bedroom
this morning, but it was only Bedsores letting her know she was still connected from the
11 o'clock meeting. Good job the video had switched off. Pheelthy Phrog has been tied to
the chair by his wife so all he could do is drink. So out came the Glen Morangie and the
argument about how it is pronounced ensued.
A few songs were sung, down downs completed and we all talked at the same time so
nobody knew what anyone was saying. All in all a good days Hashing and we now look
forward to the next one.

Run No: 2169

Date: 26-Apr-2020
Venue: The Raffles Hotel Singapore
Hares: Bear F.B.I.
Scribe: The Earl of Pampisford
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The Hashers met outside the world famous Raffles Hotel in Singapore. The throng
included Ben and Duncan Giddings, sons of former Singapore Grand Master, Essex
twat and occasional CH3 visitor, Bruce Giddings (aka Diplomat or Tractor Boy) –
Nice to see you Bruce, you ugly sod.
The run took off down Beach Road, the FRB’s led by the Singapore residents,
Ben and Duncan, Bedsores and Singapore returnee – The Penguin. At the
checkpoint at Stamford Road the pack dispersed in various directions until
finally On On was called down Elizabeth Walk. On reaching the next checkpoint
Mutha Tucka , sporting a new hairstyle, called the pack down to Anderson
Bridge while some of the pack including Beerstop and Kermit went down
Esplanade Drive. Then there was a long stretch to the next check at St Andrews
Church, held by Checkpoint. At this point Klinger appeared (late again) from
the direction of Singapore Cricket Club. Gorilla and chimp were also spotted
there. Paparazzi was busy taking photo’s of the swelling pack – Spicy Bear,
Forrest Dump, Dave the Rave, Schoolboys Dream, Shamcock, U Bend, and
Father Christmas , sorry Bast@rd After much deliberation On On was called
by Generator towards Fort Canning Street and then on to Bras Basah Road.
The In trail then led to the check out point back at Raffles Hotel where, sitting
in the bar, was Debonaire having a G and T.

Down downs were awarded to the Hare, Bear and the Giddings Boys. After that
I can’t remember anything because I fainted when I heard that the price of a
Gin and Tonic was $30!!!!.
The pack also included Double Top, Smeghead, Fanny Rat, Big Swinger and It’ll
Come Off
Meanwhile back in England, the youngest Whittles – Wai Wai and El Nino laid a fantastic
trail for the benefit of those Hashers able to travel to Girton – well done girls.
On On
The Earl of Pampisford
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CH3 – News – Events

Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.

Runs for June 2020
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2175: 07-Jun-2020

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hares Big Leg
Run No. 2176: 14-Jun-2020
Hares Paparazzi & El Rave
Run No. 2177: 21-Jun-2020
Hares Frazier & Hold It For Me
Run No. 2178: 28-Jun-2020
Car Park – Church Street, Fenstanton PE29 9HR
Hares Pedro
Grand Master - Klinger

Grand Mattress - Klingon

Joint Masters - Blowback & Wrong Way

Joint Mattresses - U Bend & Paparazzi

Religious Advisor - Jetstream

Hare Raiser - it`ll come off

Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores

Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro

Beer Master - Benghazi

Song Master - Taxidermist

Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi

Hash Horn - Muff Diver

Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Fat Controler - Gorilla
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